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I. **Introduction**

Addressing climate change and energy security presents extraordinary environmental, social, and economic challenges requiring national and international action by not only governments, but also the private sector and civil society. Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions must be reduced and we must transform the way energy is produced and used. Massive and robust enabling environments will be required toward these ends, including appropriate technology mechanisms and a global trade and investment regime that enables and leverages investment, innovation, and technology uptake. Existing and new technologies are needed both to achieve climate change goals and to do so at the lowest possible economic cost (indeed, if properly implemented, climate change-related measures and economic growth can very well go hand-in-hand).

Engaging the private sector is critical in all of these efforts. Today, a significant amount of climate-related investments are paid for, and technology is advanced, by the private sector already. Certainly, these efforts are even more important in light of existing global economic conditions and the constrained budgets of developed countries in particular. As such, private investment and technology development needs to be facilitated and encouraged but to do so requires appropriate and effective enabling environments and political will.

Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are a key instrument. Private sector engagement requires strong and predictable IPR protection as a pre-requisite to invest in low carbon and energy efficient technology\(^1\) innovation and diffusion. In addition, patent protection, specifically, supports the dissemination and advancement of
technology itself, by providing notice of new technology solutions and assets through which to exchange expertise and giving innovators and companies the confidence they need to invest in, trade and share their technological knowhow with business partners, customers and others. By contrast, proposals to allow compulsory licensing or otherwise weaken or eliminate existing IPR protections for climate-related technologies are fundamentally detrimental to tackling climate change and development goals. They are also at odds with economic and policy research which confirms the critical, positive role the protection of clean energy technology IPR actually plays, and would create conflict and confusion with existing global IPR rules. Instead, a productive, positive agenda should be pursued.

This paper discusses these issues in greater detail. Section II discusses the importance of advancing technology to address climate change. Section III provides insight into how technology diffuses as a natural consequence of market expansion and discusses the environment necessary to support further diffusion. The discussion explores the wide variety of pathways through which technology may disseminate, including mechanism beyond typical patent licensing arrangements.

Sections IV and V examine how IPR helps support technology diffusion and why patents specifically are not a barrier to that goal. Then in Section VI, this paper clarifies why calls to erode or eliminate IPR protection fail to accomplish their objective to provide broader access to climate-related technologies. The evidence shows that they will in fact be counterproductive. Not only will policies like compulsory licensing of climate-related technologies block access to technology, but they may ultimately harm the growth of emerging and developing economies. Finally, in Section VII, the
discussion closes by considering the broader context that pervades the climate change negotiations. While IPR plays an important role in technology dissemination, resolving finance and capacity building concerns may be even more vital. Technology simply cannot diffuse without appropriate infrastructure and the capacity to absorb it. It is these and other positive goals that the authors urge we should actually focus on.

II. **New technology and private sector support are critical to addressing global climate change and energy challenges**

The sheer volume of investment needed to address climate change challenges is staggering, but the cost of stabilization may be reduced dramatically by improving technology.\(^2\) One study finds that if limited to currently available technologies, the present value cost of achieving stabilization at 550 ppm CO\(_2\) would be over $20 trillion greater than with expected developments in energy efficiency, hydrogen energy technologies, advanced bio-energy, and wind and solar technologies.\(^3\) Other studies have found that advancing technology development offers the potential to reduce costs of stabilization by over 50 percent.\(^4\) While there is a wealth of technology available now\(^5\), significant advances are still required. Therefore, managing climate change requires driving technology investment.

Even with the aid of advanced technology, however, the required investments are sizable. The private sector will have to be engaged. Yvo de Boer, former UNFCCC Secretary General, estimated cutting emissions will cost an additional $200 billion (USD) in global, annual investment.\(^6\) The IEA predicts even greater capital expenditures will be required – specifically $750 billion (USD) annually from 2010 to 2030 and over $12.6 trillion (USD) between 2030 and 2050.\(^7\) While the exact level of investment depends on a variety of factors, the total amount necessary is massive. The
private sector has been and will continue to be a significant source of the required funds.\textsuperscript{8}

Clean energy technology, in particular, relies heavily on private sector investment. In 2009, nearly $25 billion (USD) was spent on clean energy technology R&D alone, sixty percent of which was privately financed\textsuperscript{9}. Among OECD countries, private companies account for almost two-thirds of R&D investment.\textsuperscript{10} Europe exhibits an even higher dependence on industry investment, providing nearly seventy percent of the region’s clean energy R&D funding.\textsuperscript{11} Private sources supplied seventy-two percent of R&D spending in China over the same period.\textsuperscript{12}

Support from the private sector provides additional clean energy investments, beyond R&D as well. Despite overall declines in venture capital and private equity investment, for example, private equity and venture capital alone financed nearly $7 billion (USD) in renewable energy and clean energy technology globally in 2009.\textsuperscript{13} Leveraging private sector investment is all the more urgent in the current economic climate, where many countries are under budgetary pressure. Smart, targeted policies aimed at encouraging and leveraging private sector investment and trade are essential. In addition to providing financial support, an increase in private sector activity will aid in economic recovery by providing new jobs and exports. The private sector, therefore, is expected to make significant advances in improving clean energy technology\textsuperscript{14} and encouraging and enabling such investment is of absolutely central importance. Facilitating the spread of these technology developments will make tackling climate change considerably more affordable.\textsuperscript{15}
III. Understanding and facilitating the global diffusion of technology

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) has long recognized the need for these critical advances to be deployed globally. In its charter, the UNFCCC explicitly required its Parties to “take all practicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the transfer of, or access to, environmentally sound technology and know-how to other Parties, particularly developing country Parties.” However, it is imperative that technology be allowed to flow freely within and between all markets. An increasing volume of innovation originates from the emerging economies, a function of increasing GDP growth and R&D spend in countries like China, India, and Brazil.

The wealth of innovation taking place in emerging economies is not surprising as they are able to adopt breakthrough technology unhampered by the legacy infrastructure of the developed world. Due to larger populations and lower per capita incomes, emerging economies are able to tackle many environmental challenges more quickly and at a lower cost than the rest of the world. The most effective solutions may therefore originate from the emerging and developing world.

Confronting climate change effectively requires implementing solutions adapted to local environments and circumstances. Local innovators are best positioned to design solutions tailored to local conditions. As a result, many private firms spend significant R&D budget outside their home countries to access local talent and the ideas they generate. Clearly, advances in emerging and developing countries create technical solutions of global benefit that need to be disseminated as rapidly as possible.
A. Technology sharing arrangements and other methods of gaining access to innovation

Since embracing innovation from all sources and disseminating the results is vital to addressing climate change, appreciating how technology flows is equally critical. Technology diffusion – in the sense of technologies being adopted locally, know-how being shared, and the local population and workforce using and learning how to use new and innovative technologies – is not something that occurs overnight or that can be forced upon participants. It takes many forms, with varied approaches generally tailored to the parties and their particular circumstances. There are three principal avenues for technology sharing: trade, cooperative agreements, and assignments of rights.

One of the most basic means for sharing technology is through trade, e.g., a product sale, where the purchaser acquires an embodiment of the innovation.27 The sale gives the purchaser the right to use the technology. And the purchaser gains an understanding of how the technology functions, by operating the equipment. The sale of more complex machinery results in an even broader dissemination of knowledge. Here, the seller provides information to enable the purchaser to install and operate equipment.28 Such transfers include technical diagrams, instruction manuals, and frequently the training of personnel.29 In both cases new technical knowledge derived from installing and operating equipment enables follow on inventions, which can result in new intellectual property.30

Often, parties engage in transactions specifically designed to transfer or generate technology. For example, cooperative agreements such as joint ventures or equivalent partnerships enable parties to obtain complementary skills or resources. In such transactions, knowledge is shared between partners to develop new products or
Similar relationships are forged between manufacturers and suppliers. The manufacturer provides design specifications and the knowledge to execute them to its supplier. In both these relationships, there is a substantial incentive to share information openly between partners. Generally the more forthcoming the firms are able to be, the more fruitful the collaboration.

Licensing or actual sales of a patent are typically considered the quintessential example of technology transfer. These assignments of rights however, absent provisions to the contrary, involve little, if any, transfer of knowledge. The transaction simply provides the licensee or owner the right to practice the technology. Typically, the patent’s publication is a matter of public record prior to any transaction. An additional transfer of know-how may be negotiated, but the sharing of knowledge that is likely protected as a trade secret does not occur as a matter of right. Outward Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), or the purchase of foreign firms that own technology not available domestically, is often a more direct mechanism to obtain technology and the requisite know-how.

Other models, while not sharing arrangements per se, can promote technology uptake in new markets. For instance, a subsidiary of a multinational company may set up service or manufacturing centers in a new country, sharing its know-how with the local workforce. Employees trained in the new technologies gain knowledge that can be used within the multinational firm and in other ventures. A local population can also gain access to technologies through the wealth of publicly available knowledge. With numerous online patent and journal repositories, countless sources of technical information can be gleaned. While reviewing literature may not be the most efficient
means of absorbing new technologies, it is nonetheless a useful source of technological information, especially in regions where the associated patents are not registered.\textsuperscript{35}

**B. Encouraging firms to develop and share technology**

Given that the principal mechanisms for a country to access new technologies are through trade and FDI,\textsuperscript{36} private firms play a vital role in introducing scientific breakthroughs to new markets\textsuperscript{37}. FDI is especially significant in the emerging and developing world, where it accounts for over twenty five percent of GDP.\textsuperscript{38} Private firms enhance technology diffusion by financing new machinery, equipment purchases and even R&D.\textsuperscript{39} In addition to providing financial resources, these firms are also the best source of know-how and experience necessary to deploy carbon reduction and clean energy solutions in a cost effective manner.

Encouraging private sector participation in technology diffusion requires a clear understanding of what motivates private enterprise. The private sector is focused on enhancing the value and long term sustainability of their enterprises. Therefore, private firms must be able to profit by introducing their innovations to the market in order for technology to flow.\textsuperscript{40} And while the private sector is well suited to deal with typical business risk, the *ability* to profit does not imply uniformly successful investments.\textsuperscript{41} Rather, it requires a strong likelihood that profits will be realized from an investment upon meeting success in the market. In other words, the ability to profit requires predictable returns.

Patent protection specifically and IPR generally are pre-requisites for investment in technology.\textsuperscript{42} Many firms simply will not commit R&D funding without effective protection in place.\textsuperscript{43} Robust IPR brings clarity and certainty to the market. Without it,
the private sector has nothing to sell, license, or even give away. Regions with predictable and meaningful IPR encourage firms to disseminate technology more quickly since it provides industry a means to recoup its investments. It enables the introduction of technology to new markets through partnering with the individuals and institutions that have the best ideas and access to resources. By contrast, countries with weak IPR regimes are often denied access to innovation, and to the detriment of both consumers and their economies. Ultimately, strong IPR generally results in faster technology dissemination.

IV. Patents and other forms of Intellectual Property Rights enable broad based clean energy technology diffusion

Patents provide a mechanism to share technology advances on a global basis. By requiring and incentivizing the publication of key research results and scientific data through the patent system, IPR regimes support further innovation and development of new, derived products and technologies. Frequently, the discovery of one inventor’s solution can drive other inventors to find new and more efficient ways to solve the same problem. Entities interested in a particular technology domain tend to closely monitor patent publication activity as it provides valuable data about who is doing what and how to achieve the next step in the technological evolution. Thus, publication of clean energy technology patent applications can serve as a catalyst for technology-centric transactions like acquisitions, partnerships, and licensing. With the extensive availability of online patent databases, these technology advances efficiently reach the entities best able to realize their commercial potential.

Patent publication also acts as a notice of unperfected rights. There is no such thing as an international patent. Patents are local assets. And relatively few, if any,
patents are registered in every country with a patent regime. As a result, they can be used freely by parties in jurisdictions where patent protection was not sought. In these circumstances, copying the relevant technology is a legitimate use of these innovations. Similarly, the publication requirement is designed to enable widespread use of a technology after the patent expires and in those jurisdictions where protection has not been sought. This mechanism is especially relevant for clean energy technology, since many of the basic approaches involved have long been off-patent.

Patents also help convert innovation into “tradable economic assets”. At the most basic level, they allow innovators to capture the value of their R&D activity, stimulating investment that might otherwise not occur. However, there are numerous other examples where patents, in and of themselves, support technology dissemination. Firms often license their patents to suppliers to produce the individual components of a larger product. As a result, the supplier obtains access to a new technology that promotes further innovation. In small firms lacking the financial wherewithal to commercially develop breakthrough technology, obtaining an issued patent can facilitate securing capital. Here, an issued patent provides some security to potential investors that the proposed technology is actually new and useful. As a result, a product that would otherwise never have existed now has a path to market. Patents are also employed by academic and research institutions to transform their innovations into licensing income streams, which in turn may be used to support further research. Accordingly, patents serve as a vital trade asset and a driving force behind innovation based economies.
IPR not only provides a means to disseminate technology, but it also enables faster technology development and diffusion through partnerships. In a partnership, parties generally provide each other access to both the relevant patents and related know-how. Such communication can be critical when it comes to clean energy technology. Clean energy technology often presents itself in the form of complex machinery, where a single technology might require hundreds of patents to be useful. Many parties may have the right to use the related patents based on licenses, a lack of local patent protection, or because the basic technology is already off patent. However, the right to practice the technology does not provide the ability to use it.

To truly speed up technology diffusion, partners need to feel comfortable sharing information with each other, as openly as possible. When firms do invest in regions with less than robust IPR regimes, they often rely on self-help to protect their investments. As a result, firms may restrict access to competitively important information, limiting the amount of diffusion that can take place. Without the free flow of information, the advantages of partnership are greatly diminished. Not only do these limitations slow the whole process down, but it can also prevent or hamper follow-on innovation.

On the other hand, strong and predictable IPR both supports and drives partnerships. It helps potential partners clearly identify what each party brings to the relationship to better understand the value collaboration may bring. Where it is clear that meaningful trade secret protection exists, parties are more likely to broaden the disclosure of relevant know-how. As a result, technology develops faster since parties can capitalize on each other’s expertise. Patents also provide a mechanism to build on a partnership’s success. Innovation resulting from these ventures may be patented,
resulting in further information sharing. And as information becomes more widely shared, ownership of technology solutions diversifies, encouraging collaboration and competition. Thus partnerships, reinforced by IPR, enable faster technology development and diffusion in a dynamic innovation environment.

V. **Patents are not a barrier to technology diffusion for clean energy technology**

In the context of clean energy technology, many have claimed that patents are a barrier to technology diffusion.\(^{54}\) However, evidence of actual cases where costs relating to IPR have been restrictive in the adoption of these technologies has been sorely lacking. Two economists, Daniel Johnson and Kristina Lybecker, exhaustively reviewed the literature on environmental innovation, technology dissemination, and financing, in addition to empirical experience, objectively considering the role IPRs play in technology diffusion.\(^{55}\) Their study found broad agreement that IPRs play a positive role in low-carbon technology markets. Significantly, they concluded that criticisms of IPRs as a barrier to technology not only lack economic and analytical foundation and rigor, but ignore the essential character of IPR protection in promoting innovation and enabling technology uptake, both generally and specifically in the case of clean energy technology.\(^{56}\) Their findings, moreover, are consistent with numerous other analyses and studies performed by Barton, Newell, Copenhagen Economics, the OECD, the UNFCCC, the WTO and others\(^{57}\).

The evidence shows that Intellectual Property Rights are a key driver of innovation, deployment, and dissemination. As discussed above, effective IPR protection encourages innovators to publish their discoveries and designs while allowing them to capture the value of R&D activity, thus stimulating in innovation that might
otherwise not occur. Moreover, particularly in the case of many of the least developed countries, inventors have often chosen to forgo local patent protection. Less than 1% of climate related technologies are patented in these regions. Thus, patent protection cannot possibly be a barrier to technology dissemination in these locales since no relevant rights exist in those regions.

A. Experiences with patents in Ozone Depleting Substances technology are not appropriate comparisons to clean energy technologies as a whole

A small group of countries and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), such as the Third World Network and South Centre, nonetheless maintain that IPR protection limits the dissemination of low-carbon and renewable energy technologies, particularly with respect to the emerging and developing world. In what appears to be a concerted approach, negotiators from several major emerging economies, and representatives of these and other influential NGOs, have asserted – in the UNFCCC, WTO, and WIPO – that IPRs are a key barrier to technology transfer and must, therefore, be weakened. However, as discussed above, these viewpoints and proposals generally lack a basis in existing scientific and economic consensus on the subject.

Many of the NGO positions in particular, appear to draw heavily on two studies – “Technology Transfer for the Ozone Layer: Lessons for Climate Change,” and a UNCTAD case study. These studies consider the role of IPR in the transfer of a narrow subset of technologies, in the specific context of the Montreal Protocol. With respect to the Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) discussed, the technology environment bears more similarity to the pharmaceutical innovation than clean energy technology. Specifically, for many ODS solutions, the entire patent estate is owned by just a few actors. By contrast, the technologies necessary to address climate change
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are varied and ownership is widely distributed among numerous parties. For example, the top ten applicants in carbon capture technology and integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) own less than half of all patents related to that technology. There is no basis for asserting, based on conclusions from these targeted studies, that IPR is a key barrier to accessing all types of clean energy technologies.

B. Patents in the pharmaceutical industry play a fundamentally different role than patents in the clean energy technology space.

For many emerging and developing nations, understanding of the role of patents has been shaped by their experience obtaining access to medicines. However, patents play a profoundly different role in their support of clean energy technologies compared to the pharmaceutical sector. As research progresses into the underlying functions of the human body, entirely new drugs for a wide variety of physical ailments are constantly discovered. In other words, the core scientific principles to cure a disease are constantly evolving. Treating diseases generally requires focusing on a specific biological mechanism, effectively limiting the number of substitute drugs. As a result, an individual patent may have a substantial impact, giving its owner a strong market position where it is registered.

By contrast, most of the basic technology approaches to address climate change have long been off-patent and are already widely used. For example, wind power was used to generate electricity in the late 19th century. Similarly, the photovoltaic effect, which serves as the basis for solar technology, was discovered around the same time frame and solar cells emerged by the mid-20th century. Instead of unearthing entirely new approaches, clean energy technology patents usually relate to specific improvements or features of existing solutions. Thus, today’s patents address
efficiency and other incremental improvements of technology. Even without access to these improvements, many countries could benefit from employing publically available clean energy technology.

Competitive dynamics within clean energy technology sectors also differ dramatically from the pharmaceutical industry. Patent ownership within clean energy technology segments themselves is generally distributed amongst numerous owners, limiting the impact of any one asset. Competition exists not only within clean energy technology segments, but across sectors as well.\textsuperscript{81} As a result of the considerable competition, patents do not contribute significantly to the cost of deploying clean energy technology solutions.\textsuperscript{82} Given the competitive dynamics, a firm charging high prices for its IPR would simply price itself out of the market.

VI. The weakening of patents, especially compulsory licensing, is generally a poor mechanism to diffuse technology.

Some countries advocate compulsory licensing to enable broader access to critical technology solutions. Providing free or reduced cost access may yield benefits in the short term, but such a result is far from certain. Addressing climate change requires producing more complex offerings, which generally necessitates access to a combination of patented innovation and know how. Essentially, FDI is required to implement technologies that are currently non-existent in a region.\textsuperscript{83}

Even if a country somehow achieves access to a desired technology through compulsory licensing, it will severely damage the incentive for the further innovation necessary to achieve improved efficiency and lower price points or to develop more tailor-made solutions specific to local demands and needs. As discussed above, private
companies require predictable investments which are generally facilitated by robust IPR. Granting licenses to entities outside the innovation chain prevents participating entities from recouping their investments. It cuts off long-term access to technology improvements as it discourages private sector investment. As a policy tool, compulsory licensing should only be applied in extraordinary circumstances and as narrowly as possible to limit its economic impact. This is precisely how it was foreseen in the carefully negotiated provisions on compulsory licensing contained in the WTO Agreement on trade-related intellectual property rights (TRIPS).

VII. The growing importance of Intellectual Property Rights to emerging and developing economies

Emerging economies have already begun to invest heavily in clean energy technology innovation and deployment. They have large populations, modest per capita GDP, and legacy energy-inefficient manufacturing. Each faces important adaptation challenges, including sustaining economic growth while dealing with global threat of climate change. At the same time each of the major emerging economies has significant and increasing financial and economic clout and a proven track record of technological innovation. They are increasingly competitive and continue to attract Western research and technology investment. China is already ranked as the world’s third leading R&D investor, fueled by ambitious policy goals. Others, such as Brazil, Russia, and India, are similarly engaged. These R&D investments are critical in raising absorptive capacity for new technology, to further advance technology diffusion.

As emerging economies enhance their technical foundations, many of these countries are rapidly rising in global patent and innovation rankings. China ranks fourth among patent applicants under the international Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT), with strong annual growth rates indicated intensive innovative activity. In fact, two Chinese companies are in the top five PCT filers worldwide. And while there is still a gap in patent protection between developed and emerging countries, it is narrowing fast. As that gap shrinks, emerging market firms are being increasingly recognized as innovators. For example, in a recent survey of business executives, twenty percent of the top fifty innovative companies are based in emerging markets, including two companies from India and four from China. The emerging markets continue to grow their innovative capacity in many domains, including in those technologies necessary to address climate change.

With respect to clean energy technologies, patent registration in emerging markets has grown dramatically, far outpacing the developed world. A large and growing percentage of these patents are owned by domestic entities. In these markets, patent estates are building in niche technology areas. For example, India has concentrated on solar and carbon capture technologies while Brazil and Mexico focus on hydro/marine and biofuel technology. Similarly, China’s filings in geothermal technology match those of other top filers such as the UK, Sweden and Italy. This specialization reflects the wealth of local resources available as well as growing domestic expertise. In many instances, emerging economies can use entirely “homegrown” technology instead of accessing solutions from the developed world. In fact, in many of the related industries, emerging market firms are world leaders in their fields.

China is home to the world’s fourth largest PV producer, Suntech Power Co., Ltd., which exports the majority of its production to other markets. At China’s current
production levels and with over 400 solar companies, the country is the leading global manufacturer of solar panels. Government initiatives to increase solar technology have helped both India and China enhance local production of PV equipment. Similarly, emerging markets host important leaders of wind technology as well. In 2010, India became the fifth biggest producer of wind power in the world. Suzlon, India’s first “homegrown” wind firm, has enjoyed rapid international growth especially due to its ability to deliver to clients faster than its main competitors. As early as 2003, the company was exporting significant portions of its production to the US and continues to grow. Chinese domestic wind companies such as Goldwind, Sinovel, and China Wind Systems also lead the industry.

As emerging market firms continue to grow and solidify their market positions, meaningful IPR will be critical to their ongoing success. It will help attract foreign investors to partner with local firms, introducing them to new technologies. Many emerging market firms have used or will use IPR to seek proprietary protection of their own technology. As discussed above, patents themselves provide a means for companies to recoup their investments in developing new technology and bringing it to market. Building patent portfolios will aid emerging market firms, not only in their continued supply of domestic markets, but in their potential to export to other markets. The growth of emerging market industry leaders such as Suntech and Suzlon has been fueled by their ability to serve customers outside their home markets. At this stage in development, patents can greatly help domestic innovators and pushing for flexible IPR regimes only undermines their growth potential. Robust IPR protection is essential from a competitiveness, employment and economic development perspective.
VIII. The protection of patents and trade secrets alone is insufficient to solving climate change challenges

Without strong and stable IPR regimes, technology diffusion will be difficult at best. While accessing the relevant technology itself is important, many countries, especially the world’s poorest and most vulnerable developing countries face greater challenges to addressing climate change. The Bali Action Plan and other climate change frameworks recognize that developing countries are in a different position from industrialized and emerging economies. According to the UNFCCC, between $28 and $67 billion will be required annually to help developing countries adapt to climate change.\textsuperscript{110} Estimates for total funding needed for both adaptation and mitigation efforts are in the range of $65 to $90 billion a year. Estimates for total funding needed for both adaptation and mitigation efforts are in the range of $65 billion to $90 billion a year.\textsuperscript{111} While these numbers include both emerging economies and developing countries, the International Energy Agency estimates that Africa alone needs to spend approximately $560 billion by 2030 for additional energy generation,\textsuperscript{112} much of which will need to be directed towards clean energy. Dealing with adaptation challenges in the poorest and most vulnerable developing countries and helping them join the new green economy of the twenty-first century will add billions more. A multi-part agenda should therefore be pursued.

Financing is of course critical as the poorest and most vulnerable developing countries lack the economic and financial means that industrialized and emerging economies can direct to clean energy technology innovation and deployment. As such, these countries cannot rely on their domestic resources alone; a combination of government funding and investment by private industry will be necessary.
Effective capacity building and the creation of functioning enabling environments provide another pillar. The poorest and most vulnerable countries must be supported in their efforts to develop robust enabling environments and thus gain the benefits of technology, innovation, investment and trade. Technology diffusion – in the sense of technologies being adopted locally, know-how being shared, and the local population and workforce using and learning how to use new and innovative technologies – is not something that happens overnight or that can be forced upon participants. It requires substantial financing, real investment in physical infrastructure, incentive policies and legal safeguards to investment. It requires education and training of human capital to form a strong local knowledgebase, without which there would be no resources to absorb the new technologies. Finally it requires local investment, trade, the presence of informed engineers or management who work with the local workforce or local business partners, and a receptive regulatory environment. Only when these key “enablers” are in place, will active private sector commitment be sustainable and will actual technology diffusion occur.

IX. Conclusion

While addressing climate change requires significant levels of investment, that burden can be significantly eased through technology and firm, private sector support. Promoting low carbon and energy-efficient technology development and diffusion on a global basis is critical. Today, a sizeable percentage of the necessary investments, in terms of both financial support and technical expertise, originate from the private sector. Government policies must nurture appropriate enabling environments that allow and encourage their continued engagement.
When determining the most efficient means for technology to diffuse, it is important to consider the many ways it naturally flows. Product sales and service arrangements serve as the foundation for further dissemination. Without a basic understanding of the underlying technology, more complex transfers of knowledge are practically impossible. It is equally important to recognize that technology advances come from developed, emerging and developing countries, especially with respect to clean energy technology. Since the effectiveness of clean energy technology is often a function of the local environments and circumstances, innovators needs to understand more than pure technical aspects. Innovators need to equip themselves with a broader context.

However, few actors possess both technical and local expertise. As such, the fastest way to promote climate-related innovation is through partnership. By connecting local and technical experts, solutions can be discovered much more quickly. The ongoing negotiations at the UNFCCC, especially with respect to setting up a Technology Mechanism, may help foster these connections. However, what may be more vital is to ensure robust IPR protection to both support continued investments and to give private businesses the confidence they need to trade and invest in and to share their know-how and knowledge alike.

Patents and other forms of IPR enable broad based technology diffusion. When patent applications are published, they serve as a window to new solutions and a catalyst to generate technology transactions. Patents can also help secure funding for start-up firms and define what technologies different parties can bring to a venture. Meaningful trade secret protection also supports innovation, by allowing more open
sharing between parties. And with the free flow of information comes new ideas and technology advances.

IPR most certainly does not act as a barrier to diffusion, especially with respect to clean energy technology. In fact, the opposite is true. Much of the basic technology is already off patent and ownership of patents regarding the most recent advances is widely distributed. While patents serve to help innovators recoup their investments, they generally do not contribute significantly to the costs of deploying clean energy technology solutions.

IP is already sufficiently well regulated at the international level; there is no need to add new, potentially conflicting mandates into UNFCCC negotiations or elsewhere and doing so may be counterproductive. Importantly, calls to erode IPR protection will not aid in technology diffusion or to achieve overall climate change goals. Compulsory licensing does not provide the critical know-how required to deploy what are often complex clean energy technology solutions. Further, such policies will also impede any follow-on innovation. And as emerging and developing economies enhance their technical foundations, they have the most to lose by not robustly protecting IPR. Their future economic growth depends on their ability to develop and export “homegrown” technology solutions and become a true part of global supply chains. Reliable IPR supports those goals.

IPR protection is a critical enabler of innovation, and the development and diffusion of technology around the world, both today and in the future. However, protection of these rights alone is insufficient to solving climate change challenges. Building the right foundations, by establishing a stable, long-term and transparent policy
framework and ensuring adequate financing, infrastructure, and absorptive capacity, are
equally, if not more critical, especially for the poorest and most vulnerable countries.

Without these key enablers, technology diffusion generally, and sustainable private
sector engagement specifically, is unlikely to occur.
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